The Spatial Constructs of Creative Situations
Meredith Bostwick-Lorenzo Eiroa

An engaging space that encourages creative behavior is multi-faceted, differentiated, and accommodates a
diversity of creative possibilities. Creative space supports a creative footprint that is unique to an individual,
their creative process and the differentiated stages of their creativity. Yet there is no one-size-fits-all “design”
or “space” for creativity. In fact, certain physical aspects or characteristics of space help to define, encourage
or limit creative behaviors at different stages of the creative process. As Alison Williams notes, creative
spaces should be “full of affordances which people can adapt to whatever they wish/need at any given time.”
There is no precise or prescriptive “recipe” for the design of generic creative space. To maximize its potential
for creating creative situations, each institution can evaluate its own “DNA”—the inherent qualities and genetic
characteristics—that have the potential to frame a unique and performative creative campus.
Creative activities require diverse and differentiated spaces, “content-rich environments” full of affordances
that offer links to “contextually available” resources that enhance trans-disciplinary learning and divergent
thinking.
Creative spaces foster questioning, curiosity, and diversion; they are not controlled nor manipulated, but
rather wild and spontaneous. Creative spaces are deconstructed, clear of cliché and route, devoid of
conforming ideas (or ideals)—they are spaces that embrace uniqueness and individual perspective. Because
active participation is requisite for a creative learning space, creative spaces are by nature transformative and
performative. Like a city, they are stages for divergent activity.
As performative models, cities offer their own sets of characteristics and sequences of spatial situations
that inform and shape unique experiences. We can learn much from the way we experience cities, through
a unique framework of givens that alter and inform the playful, diverse and creative situations that manifest
within them.
The space of creativity lies between the fixed givens of an institution and what has the potential to be defined
or re-defined. In the same way that creativity challenges traditional models of learning and education,
it must also unhinge, deconstruct and challenge traditional models of planning and programming. New
creative spatial constructs can challenge conventional models through critiques that actively displace those
conventions. Creative constructs should allow programs or activities to emerge outside of conventions, free of
clichéd predetermination, resisting utilitarian models of traditional space.
A proper spatial construct of creative situations is both non-linear and undetermined, and allows for an active,
dynamic iteration between the individual, the group, and the institution. to freely relate, re-inform, and redefine
their own individual spaces and networks of creativity. Or defining a spatial framework for a “city” of spaces
and situations which overlap, collide, criss-cross, cluster, and punctuate a landscape of learning by surprise.
How do we then propose a new creative framework that can freely articulate events and relationships? New
strategies are needed to characterize a collection of spaces full of affordances for multi-faceted learning and
creativity. This essay provides a framework of spatial constructs that afford conscious experience of situations
of experiment and play—a “city” of enriched spaces full of creative problem-solving and problem-finding
situations.
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